What Makes a ‘Commercial’ Investor
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Being classed as a commercial customer, rather than
a residential customer, can have a huge effect on the
way you are treated by your lender. Yet the process for
categorising investors is largely based on imprecise,
arbitrary rules.

ANZ head of mortgages Glenn Stevenson says the
bank mainly assesses customers on the number
of properties they own. In the past, three to five
properties could see a residential customer fall into
the commercial group.

Typically, having more than five properties
categorises a customer as a commercial investor, but
the number can vary between different lenders.

Stevenson says other factors, such as an investor’s
age, and the number of trades they make each year,
can also affect judgement.

Property investor Lisa Dudson says: “My
understanding is that it varies from bank to bank.
Some people say over five is the time, but then I know
people that have more than that with one bank.”

Stevenson says the bank is reviewing the way it
categorises commercial customers: “We are starting
to get to the point where we are considering the
nature of the customer’s lending, as opposed to
putting a blanket number on there.”
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Being a commercial customer can be more costly
for borrowers as they are often viewed as higher risk.
“That is reflected in the way the business is priced,”
Stevenson adds.
Investor Heather Black says she “actively” tries to
avoid being a commercial customer. She says split
financing helps: “So far, I have been able to keep
under their criteria but I am skirting on the edges with
some lenders.”

Yet some say being a commercial customer isn’t all
downside. Squirrel’s Peter Norris adds:

“My advice would be to not be
afraid of the banks viewing you
as commercial. Just because
you’re “commercial” doesn’t
mean higher rates.

Black says being a commercial customer can lead to
extra paperwork and scrutiny from lenders, such as
audit reviews and additional capital requirements:
“They need to dig into the books every year to
complete a review, even if you are running a solid
and profitable operation, and it is just painful. I also
understand that capital requirements are needed in
the commercial category, so it is harder to get new
lending.”

“What it can often mean is you deal with a better
quality lender within the bank who has the ability to
look at your lending scenario differently, rather than
punching numbers into a spreadsheet. This can lead
to a ‘yes’ where you would have otherwise got a ‘no’.
So often people assume that commercial means
worse terms, but it isn’t the case.”

